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May 24 - Bulgarian National Day of Slavonic Literature and Culture 

 

As you may probably know, Bulgaria is the only country in the European 

Union that uses the Cyrillic alphabet. Our entry into the EU in 2007 made Cyrillic the 

third official alphabet in the EU after the Latin and Greek ones. On May 24th we 

celebrate the Slavonic Literature and Culture, and we also honor the creators of the 

Cyrillic alphabet – the brothers St. Cyril and St. Methodius. 

So what is the story of the Cyrillic alphabet?  

In the 9th century there was something like a competition between the Pope in Rome 

and the Emperor of Constantinople for influence over the still not Christianized (and 

mainly Slavonic) peoples in Europe. The Byzantine Emperor and his Patriarch thought 

it would be a good idea to provide an alphabet to the Slavs in order to eradicate  the 

Western influence. Cyril and Methodius were chosen to go to Great Moravia (parts of 

today’s Czech Republic, Slovakia and Hungary) with the mission of creating a 

Slavonic alphabet. The first Slavonic alphabet was the so called Glagolitsa (from 

“glagol” = word) or Glagolitic alphabet, which was  

also the first alphabet to be used for Slavonic manuscripts. 

At the same time, the Bulgarian Knyaz Boris decided that he could actually 

make use of that alphabet. He had just adopted Christianity from the Patriarch in the 

Byzantine Empire. The problem in Bulgarian churches was that liturgy services were 

all conducted in Greek and the common people couldn’t understand anything. 

Therefore, Boris asked two of the students of Cyril and Methodius – Kliment and 

Naum – to introduce the new alphabet to some Bulgarian priests and to teach them to 

preach in Slavic language. However, Kliment soon realized that letters in the 

Glagolitsa did not correspond to the needs of the Bulgarian language. Thus, he introduced a major reform where a mixture of the 

Greek script and the Glagolitsa led to the creation of the Cyrillic alphabet.  
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Today there are a number of other countries using the Cyrillic alphabet: Belarus, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Kazakhstan, 

Kyrgyzstan, Macedonia, Mongolia, Montenegro, Russia, Serbia, Tajikistan and Ukraine. Interestingly, Mongolia is the only country 

among those that has a language outside the Slavonic language group. 

 

 

Saints Cyril and Methodius 

 

Saints Cyril and Methodius were Byzantine Greek 

brothers born in Thessalonica in the 9th century who became 

Christian missionaries among the Slavic peoples of the Great 

Moravia and Pannonia. Through their work they influenced the 

cultural development of all Slavs, for which they received the title 

"Apostles to the Slavs". They are credited with devising the 

Glagolitic alphabet, the first alphabet used to transcribe Old 

Church Slavonic. After their deaths, their pupils continued their 

missionary work among other Slavs. Both brothers are venerated 

in the Orthodox Church as saints with the title of "equal-to-

apostles". In 1880, Pope Leo XIII introduced their feast into the 

calendar of the Roman Catholic Church. In 1980, Pope John Paul 

II declared them co-patron saints of Europe. 
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The Glagolic alphabet 
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There is one beautiful Bulgarian poem. We studied it during 1st grade at school. The poem was written by one of the greatest 

Bulgarian writers and poets- Ivan Vazov. 

 

Аз съм българче! 

Иван Вазов 

 

Аз съм българче и силна 

майка мене е родила; 

с хубости, блага обилна 

мойта родина е мила. 

 

Аз съм българче. Обичам 

наште планини зелени, 

българин да се наричам 

първа радост е за мене. 

 

 

 

 

Аз съм българче свободно, 

в край свободен аз живея, 

всичко българско и родно 

любя, тача и милея. 

 

Аз съм българче и расна 

в дни велики, в славно време, 

син съм на земя прекрасна, 

син съм на юнашко племе. 
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I am Bulgarian 

by Ivan Vazov 

     

I am Bulgarian and strong 

Bulgarian mother was born me, 

beauties and goods so many 

make my native land so dear. 

 

I am Bulgarian and love 

our mountains so green, 

to be called Bulgarian 

is the greatest joy for me. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I am Bulgarian at leisure, 

I live in place of freedom, 

everything Bulgarian and native 

I love, estimate and adore. 

 

I am Bulgarian and grow 

in days so great, in time of glory. 

I am son of wonderful land, 

I am son of courage tribe. 
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Картинното букварче е нарисувано 

 от децата от група „Пчелица“ 

ЦДГ „Синчец“- гр. Троян, България 

2013 

 

The pictorial primer is product based  

on the children creative artworks    

from “The Little Bees” group  

kindergarten “Sinchec” , Troyan, Bulgaria 

2013 

 

  


